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“TAKINGS” AND “GIVINGS” IN SINGAPORE: LAND LAW AND POLICY IN THE SEARCH FOR JUSTICE

Rachel Phang*

In the United States and globally, cities are increasingly plagued by deepening housing crisis and widening economic inequality. In the face of these crises, this Article focuses on the potentially powerful role for land law and policy in the search for justice. Specifically, it does so by reference to two unusual yet illuminating choices of theory and application: the case study of Singapore, and the school of thought of Georgism, both of which accord inordinate and paramount importance to land. Singapore’s land law and policy have been characterized by extensive takings and givings of land. In consequence, the State owns approximately 90% of Singapore’s land, and the home ownership rate for residential households stands at an exceptionally high 88.9%. I explicate three principal aspects of Singapore’s land law and policy, structured around the themes of takings, givings, and taxation of land. I then apply the analytical lens of Georgism, which originated with the 19th-century American political economist, Henry George. George placed land at the very heart of his theory. He identified land monopoly as the principal cause of inequality, and land policy as a fundamental “question of justice.” This Article applies a Georgist lens to the interpretation, criticism, and justification of Singapore’s land law and policy. It argues that Singapore’s approach demonstrates how land law and policy can be powerfully employed to achieve the Georgist ideals of impeding private monopoly and mitigating economic equality — demonstrating the role of land law and policy in the search for justice. At the same time, Singapore’s experience also speaks to the need for strong government accountability and other supplementary redistributive

* Lecturer, Yong Pung How School of Law, Singapore Management University. LL.B., National University of Singapore; LL.M., University of California, Berkeley. I am grateful to the editors for their valuable feedback. I am also very grateful to Professor Christopher Tomlins for his insightful comments on an earlier draft version of this Article, as well as for his encouragement.
mechanisms, pointing toward the need for justice beyond land law and policy.

The ownership of land is the great fundamental fact which ultimately determines the social, the political, and consequently the intellectual and moral condition of a people . . . For land is the habitation of man, the storehouse upon which he must draw for all his needs, the material to which his labor must be applied for the supply of all his desires . . . ¹

Henry George, 19th century American political economist
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INTRODUCTION

In the United States and globally, cities are increasingly plagued by deepening housing crisis and widening economic inequality. In the face of these crises, this Article explores the potentially powerful role for land law and policy in the search for justice, focusing on distributive justice — that is, “balancing . . . the competing claims [that] persons make on the benefits that are up for distribution.” Specifically, this Article does so by reference to two unusual yet illuminating choices of theory and application: the case study of the city-state Singapore, and the school of thought of Georgism, both of which accord inordinate and paramount importance to land. In particular, this approach and case study might be of potential interest and relevance to metropolises grappling with rising property prices, looming housing crisis, and questions about the ameliorating role that land law and policy can play.

Land is the physical foundation on which practically all of human life and endeavor takes place. Correspondingly, land law and policy are fundamental to the life of any nation. In few places is this more evident than in Singapore,

---

3. THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE 2 (Serena Olsaretti ed., 2018); see also infra Section I.D. It is outside the scope of this Article to develop a substantive definition of this extensively theorized concept, but for present purposes, this Article employs the foregoing broad conception of distributive justice.
which is among the smallest, most urbanized, and most densely populated countries on the earth. Through land law and policy, Singapore’s government and its statutory boards have acquired, added to, and now own an estimated 90% of the country’s land. The government also captures land rent and increases in land value through taxation. Of the uses to which such land and revenue have been put, one prominent use is housing. Singapore’s housing policy has facilitated an exceptionally high home ownership rate of 88.9% among resident households. In this sense, Singapore’s government acts as “virtually the monopolistic provider of housing for the nation.”

This Article argues that Singapore’s approach demonstrates the powerful role that land law and policy can play in the search for justice. To this end, this Article has two aims. First, it explicates three principal aspects of Singapore’s land law and policy, namely, takings, givings, and taxation of land. Second, it examines Singapore’s land law and policy through the analytical lens of Georgism, the school of thought inaugurated by the 19th-century American political economist, Henry George. George saw land monopoly as the great cause of inequality, allowing landowners the unjust accumulation of land rent and unearned increases in land value. He placed land and land policy at the very crux of his theory, seeing land policy as a fundamental question of justice. Singapore, likewise, places central and paramount emphasis on land and housing law and policy. Enormous public resources have been both derived from and devoted to the taking, giving, and taxing of land. Notably, Singapore’s principal divergence from George’s approach is its focus not exclusively on taxation, but rather on outright physical takings and givings of land. This Article argues that this divergence notwithstanding, Singapore’s approach should be regarded in some key


7. 74 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, 18 May 2002, 1624 (Amy Khor Lean Suan, Member of Parliament).

8. For example, through residential property tax and the land betterment charge. See infra Section II.C.


respects as Georgist in its diagnosis and in its remedies, making Georgism a
distinctively appropriate and fruitful lens through which to analyze the city-
state’s land law and policy. Indeed, Georgism (or at least its underlying
spirit) can also furnish a powerful theoretical underpinning or justification
for the Singapore government’s approach to land and housing.

This Article is inspired by and builds on the work of economics and urban
studies scholars, who have notably examined Singapore’s land and housing
policy through the lens of Georgism.11 It therefore seeks, on the one hand,
to supplement the existing discourse in the fields of economics and urban
studies by providing a legal historical perspective, and on the other hand, to
enrich the discussion of Singapore’s land law and policy with a Georgist
perspective. In this regard, this Article weaves in a multidisciplinary element
insofar as it attempts to view the Singapore position on land and housing
through the lens of an American economist. Though described by some as
“America’s greatest early economist” and widely popular among the general
public in his time, George fell into something of an intellectual twilight, from
which his ideas have since been recovered, rehabilitated, and further
developed.12 Both his thought and Singapore’s approach give paramount
importance to land and land policy, which, as this Article argues, makes
Georgism an unusual but distinctively appropriate analytical lens through
which to interpret and even justify Singapore’s land law and policy. Moreover,
his thinking and Singapore’s approach may potentially have relevance even
beyond the island nation’s shores, particularly in metropolises facing rising property prices and housing crisis, or in cities that
share a similar legal system and high proportions of State-owned land.
Indeed, in Hawaii, where a significant portion of land is state-owned,
legislators recently attempted to introduce legislation creating a housing
program expressly modeled after Singapore’s13 (and that, though not

11. See generally Sock-Yong Phang, Economic Development and the Distribution of
See also SOCK-YONG PHANG, POLICY INNOVATIONS FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN SINGAPORE:
FROM COLONY TO GLOBAL CITY 23, 188 (2018); ANNE HAILA, URBAN LAND RENT: SINGAPORE
12. See PHILLIP J. BRYSON, THE ECONOMICS OF HENRY GEORGE: HISTORY’S
REHABILITATION OF AMERICA’S GREATEST EARLY ECONOMIST (2011).
13. See In Consideration of S.B. 3261 SD2 Relating to Housing, Hearing on S.B. 3261
SD2 Before the H. Comm. on Housing and the H. Comm. on Water and Land, 31st Leg. 1
(Haw. 2022) (Statement of Denise Iseri-Matsubara, Executive Director, Hawaii Housing
Finance and Development Corporation). The Hawaii Housing Finance and Development
Corporation, however, did not back the measure in its entirety, although it did identify
beneficial elements of the proposal.
explicitly Georgist, interestingly did have some resonance and intersection with Georgism\textsuperscript{14}).

I. OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND

By way of background, Part I presents an overview of Singapore’s land and housing system. It also introduces the legal foundations that underlie this system, as well as the theoretical foundation of Georgism that serves as an analytical lens for this Article.

A. The Land System: The State as “Landowner”

This Section provides an overview of Singapore’s land system, focusing primarily on land “ownership,” the aspect most central to this Article’s analysis.\textsuperscript{15} At present, the State is the nation’s largest landowner.\textsuperscript{16} However, the proportion of public ownership of Singapore’s land has fluctuated wildly over the past two centuries.\textsuperscript{17} This Section delves into the broad historical trends in changes of ownership of this key resource, uncovering along the way some historical peculiarities (e.g., regarding the basis for freehold grants before 1886) that had previously posed a point of curiosity in recent modern scholarship.\textsuperscript{18}

As a starting point, under Singapore’s land law, all land is “held of” the State.\textsuperscript{19} All title to land therefore derives from the State, which may grant interests in land to other persons.\textsuperscript{20} Yet, certain grants of land, especially those dating from Singapore’s early history, approximate absolute ownership...

\textsuperscript{14} See, e.g., The Henry George Program – Aloha Homes: Importing Singapore-Style Public Housing, MARK MOLLINEAUX (2020), \url{http://seethecat.org/ep/2020-12-17} [https://perma.cc/V6YX-D4RF] (discussing the housing proposal with Hawaii State Senator Stanley Chang on “The Henry George Program”).

\textsuperscript{15} For a comprehensive discussion of Singapore’s land system, see HANG WU TANG & KELVIN F.K. LOW, TAN SOOK YEE’S PRINCIPLES OF SINGAPORE LAND LAW (4th ed. 2019); HONG BENG TAY, YEW KWONG LEUNG & WEI HWA SEE, REAL ESTATE AND TAXATION IN SINGAPORE (2022).

\textsuperscript{16} 74 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 7, at 1624.

\textsuperscript{17} See infra Section I.A.

\textsuperscript{18} See Kelvin F.K. Low et al., Private Takings of Land for Urban Redevelopment: A Tale of Two Cities, 69 AM. J. COMPAR. L. 295, 301 n.42 (2021) (raising the point that the basis for freehold grants prior to 1886 was not entirely clear).

\textsuperscript{19} The somewhat dated construction, “held of,” hearkens back to the English feudal doctrine of tenure, under which persons were granted landholdings in exchange for their services. Though feudalism has since receded into history, the concept that land is “held of” the State persists today. See TANG & LOW, supra note 15, § 1.21 at 10; ALVIN SEE, MAN YIP & YIHAN GOH, PROPERTY AND TRUST LAW IN SINGAPORE 94 (2018). See infra Section I.B. for further discussion of the State’s relationship to land.

\textsuperscript{20} See 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, 7 Nov. 2022, 6 (Indranee Rajah, Minister, Prime Minister’s Office and Second Minister for Financial and National Development).
(such as an estate in fee simple or a statutory grant in perpetuity). Hence, notwithstanding the theoretical construct asserting all land is held of the State, the practical situation was that at various stages of Singapore’s history, vast tracts of land were privately rather than publicly “owned,” in the layman sense of the term.

These fluctuations in land ownership can be traced back to 1819, which is typically regarded as marking the founding of modern Singapore. At a juncture during that initial period, the colonial authorities owned all of Singapore’s land, with sovereignty and property in the entire island ceded to the British East India Company under the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance in 1824. However, in the century that followed, the East India Company and various colonial authorities sold and allocated much of this ceded land. Confusion, if not outright chaos, surrounded early land sales under the East India Company, but what is clear is that the authorities made a great number of grants of estates in land that effectively approximated full ownership by the landholder. Perpetual leases and 999-year leases appear to have been granted as early as 1823 (even prior to the signing of the Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, despite the uncertain legal basis) and 1826, respectively; moreover, in the early 1840s, the authorities proposed grants in fee simple with the intention that these should encourage agriculture. The period thereafter coincided with an agricultural decline; yet, the original intention of these freehold grants was ignored as many grants in fee simple were made from 1845 to 1867 under the Indian Act IX of 1842. Such fee simple grants were rare after the transfer of Singapore to the Colonial Office in 1867, and the passing of the Crown Lands Ordinance, No. 2, of 1886; however, 999-year leases continued to be granted. The result was that by

---

22. For example, the proportion of privately owned land was around 69% in 1949. See Gavin Shatkin, Reinterpreting the Meaning of the ‘Singapore Model’: State Capitalism and Urban Planning, 38 Int’l J. Urb. & Reg’l Rsch. 116, 120 (2014).
25. See Low et al., supra note 18, at 300. For details, see also 1 One Hundred Years of Singapore: Being Some Account of the Capital of the Straits Settlements from Its Foundation by Sir Stamford Raffles on the 6th February 1819 to the 6th February 1919 301–14 (Walter Makepeace et al. eds., 1921).
26. See One Hundred Years of Singapore, supra note 25, at 302, 304, 310–11.
27. See id. at 310–11; Act No. IX of 1842 (India), in James C. Melvill, Acts Passed by the Right Honourable the Governor-General of India in Council, for 1841 and 1842; with Indexes 80–81 (1844). Although the former 1921 text refers to “Indian Act X of 1842,” it appears the correct reference should be to Indian Act IX of 1842.
the 1920s, the colonial government faced pressing land scarcity challenges that impelled the enactment of the Land Acquisition Ordinance,\(^\text{29}\) which empowered the government to acquire private land for public purposes.\(^\text{30}\)

From that period onwards, the proportion of publicly “owned” land began to increase, from 31% in 1949,\(^\text{31}\) to 44% in 1959,\(^\text{32}\) to 65% in 1975.\(^\text{33}\) By the 2000s, an overwhelming approximately 90% of Singapore’s land was “owned” by the Singapore government and its statutory boards\(^\text{34}\) (i.e., bodies established and incorporated by statute to carry out specified functions, albeit with greater autonomy than government departments\(^\text{35}\)). A portion of this land was Crown land inherited from the colonial authorities.\(^\text{36}\) Many acres of new state land, moreover, were added to the nation’s original land area through coastal land reclamation.\(^\text{37}\) However, a significant part of this increase is attributable to compulsory government acquisition of land. From 1959 to 1984, the government acquired approximately 43,713 acres of land, roughly a third of Singapore’s land area.\(^\text{38}\) Though private “ownership” of land once predominated, land ownership in Singapore has therefore since evolved so that the government, together with its statutory boards, is now established as, by far, the single largest landowner.

\(^{29}\) Land Acquisition Ordinance, 1920 (Ordinance No. 28/1920) (Sing.).

\(^{30}\) See Lim Chin Joo, Compulsory Land Acquisition in Singapore, 10 MALAYA L. REV. 1, 1 (1968); CTR. FOR LIVEABLE CITIES, URBAN REDEVELOPMENT: FROM URBAN SQUALOR TO GLOBAL CITY 7, 11 (Alvin Pang ed., 2016).

\(^{31}\) Shatkin, supra note 22, at 120.

\(^{32}\) TURNBULL, supra note 23, at 369.


\(^{34}\) 74 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 7, at 1624; Singapore Land Authority – What We Do – Land Sales, SING. LAND AUTH. (2009), http://www.sla.gov.sg/what_we_do/what_we_do_land_sales.html [https://perma.cc/R4N6-6GEY].

\(^{35}\) 19 JON S. T. QUAH, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION SINGAPORE-STYLE 42 (Lawrence R. Jones ed., 2010). Singapore currently has over forty statutory boards, including: (1) the Singapore Land Authority (responsible for optimizing land resources), (2) the Housing and Development Board (the public housing authority), and (3) the Urban Redevelopment Authority (the urban planning authority). Singapore Government Directory, GOV’T OF SINGAPORE, https://www.sgdii.gov.sg/statutory-boards [https://perma.cc/X9GT-PKXX] (last visited Aug 4., 2023); see also TANG & LOW, supra note 15, §§ 23.57–23.67, at 822-26.

\(^{36}\) TURNBULL, supra note 23, at 369.


B. The Housing System: The State as Landlord

Corresponding with state ascendancy in land ownership, the Housing & Development Board (HDB) — Singapore’s public housing authority and historically the first statutory board to be established\(^{39}\) — has also become, over time, the largest provider of housing in the nation. Presently, 77% of the Singapore resident population live in HDB flats.\(^{40}\) While a minority of residents rent these flats from the HDB, the vast majority at 74% of the resident population live in “HDB sold flats.”\(^{41}\) Such HDB flats are sold to individual homeowners, but typically with leasehold tenures of up to 99 years; in principle, upon expiration of the lease, the property will return to the State.\(^{42}\)

Although public housing therefore is the most common dwelling type for resident households, private housing is also available in Singapore. In 2022, 17% of resident households lived in private condominiums or other apartments, and 4.9% lived in private landed properties.\(^{43}\) The tenure of the land on which such private housing is built, or to which it is attached, varies. A proportion of the land is, for all practical purposes, essentially “owned” by private persons (such as the aforementioned estates in fee simple or grants in perpetuity, or leasehold estates of 999 years); other land is State-owned but released for private development through the Government Land Sales program, on a leasehold tenure typically of 99 years.\(^{44}\) As home ownership rates rose, and public housing met basic housing needs, the Government Land Sales program hence was one tool by which the government sought to meet private housing aspirations.\(^{45}\)

It bears noting that the Singapore government’s use of the term “resident population” generally includes only Singapore citizens and foreign citizens who hold Permanent Resident status; it excludes all others, including other

\(^{39}\) See Quah, supra note 35, at 41.


\(^{41}\) Id.


\(^{43}\) Dep’t of Stats, Singapore, supra note 9.

\(^{44}\) Centre for Liveable Cities, Working with Markets: Harnessing Market Forces and Private Sector for Development 6–7 (2017); 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, 10 May 2021, 94 (Chua Kheng Wee Louis, Member of Parliament).

\(^{45}\) See Centre for Liveable Cities, supra note 44, at 48–49.
foreign citizens who have been residents on a long-term basis in Singapore.46 The housing options available to such foreign citizens generally include private residential premises (such as condominiums or landed properties), HDB flats (where foreign citizens rent from or live with Singapore citizen/Permanent Resident homeowners), dormitories, or quarters on or near work sites.47 Thus, the definition of “resident population,” which differs from that of certain other governments and international organizations,48 is significant given the size of the country’s non-resident population, as will be discussed in Part III below.

As for the resident population, after accounting for both public and private housing, the home ownership rate for residential households was 88.9% in 2021.49 The provision of housing, both public and private, is inextricable from state ownership of land: of the land acquired by the government over two and a half decades from 1959, around half was allocated to HDB for public housing;50 and state land released through the Government Land Sales program comprises 38% of private housing in Singapore.51 In the years since Singapore’s independence, the State, hence, has become not only the largest landowner, but also the largest landlord.

C. Legal Foundations: Colonial Legal Legacies

What, however, were the legal foundations underlying Singapore’s land and housing system? Before delving into the specific initiatives of takings, givings, and taxation of land,52 this Section provides a broader historical view. It examines the original foundations of colonial-era treaties and transfers involving the land that now constitutes the modern republic, as well as the theoretical foundations provided by received English land law.

1. Colonial-era Treaties and Transfers

At the most fundamental level, the modern state’s property and sovereignty interest in Singapore’s land is traced — through constitutions,

46. See HOUSE & DEV. BD., supra note 40, at 13.
49. DEP’T OF STATS. SINGAPORE, supra note 9. This includes homes with leasehold tenures of 99 years or less.
50. CENTRE FOR LIVEABLE CITIES ET AL., supra note 38, at 46.
51. CENTRE FOR LIVEABLE CITIES, supra note 44, at 17.
52. See infra Part II.
statutes, and treaties — to local leaders’ cession of the island to the British East India Company in the early nineteenth century.

This initial cession stems from treaties concluded in 1819 and 1824. In February 1819, local chiefs Temenggong Abdur Rahman and the purported Sultan of Johor Hussein Shah entered into a treaty allowing the East India Company to set up a trading post in Singapore.53 However, both the purported Sultan and the British had to contend with controversy as well as Dutch opposition as to whether they could legitimately enter into the treaty at all.54 The East India Company’s position under the treaty was also tenuous from a legal perspective, in that it was regarded as granting the British little more than a form of tenancy,55 though a subsequent 1823 memorandum improved that position by placing Singapore’s land at the British government’s disposal.56 This erstwhile ambiguous legal position, however, essentially crystallized in 1824. In Singapore, a Treaty of Friendship and Alliance was concluded in August of that year, under which the local chiefs ceded sovereignty and property in the island to the East India Company and its successors.57 Independently, in London, the British and Dutch governments signed the Treaty Respecting Territory and Commerce in the East Indies in March, demarcating their regional territorial interests and putting an end to questions between both governments as to British title to Singapore;58 and a British Act of Parliament59 accordingly placed Singapore formally under the control of the East India Company.60

During the rule of the East India Company, Singapore was first placed under the Presidency of Bengal; then united with Malacca and Penang (then known as the Presidency of the Prince of Wales’ Island) to form the Straits Settlements; administered together with the other Straits Settlements as a residency subordinate to the Presidency of Bengal from 1830; and finally placed directly under the government of India in 1851.61 The East India

---

54. Id. at 46–47.
55. Id. at 46.
56. TANG & LOW, supra note 15, at 1.
57. Treaty of Friendship and Alliance, supra note 24, at 95.
59. An Act for Transferring to the East India Company Certain Possessions Newly Acquired in the East Indies and for Authorizing the Removal of Convicts from Sumatra 1824, 5 Geo. 4, c. 108 (Eng.).
60. TURNBULL, supra note 23, at 48.
61. TANG & LOW, supra note 15, at 1; G. W. Bartholomew, The Singapore Statute Book, 26 MALAYA L. REV. 1, 2–3, 5 (1984); 2 ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SINGAPORE: BEING SOME ACCOUNT OF THE CAPITAL OF THE STRAITS SETTLEMENTS FROM ITS FOUNDATION BY SIR STAMFORD RAFFLES ON THE 6TH FEBRUARY 1819 TO THE 6TH FEBRUARY 1919 590 (Walter Makepeace et al. eds., 1921); Formation of the Straits Settlements, SING. NAT’L LIB. BD.,
Company was abolished in 1858, with India transferred to the direct rule of the Crown, but little practically changed in Singapore, as it continued to be administered by Calcutta. By 1866, however, Singapore’s land came to vest directly in the British Crown, as the Straits Settlements of Penang, Singapore, and Malacca were established as a separate colony under the Straits Settlements Government Act 1866.

With the advent of independence from colonial rule, when Singapore became a state of the Federation of Malaysia in 1963, the Constitution of the State of Singapore provided that land that had vested in the Crown would now vest in the State of Singapore. Singapore separated from Malaysia soon after, in 1965, with the new Constitution of the Republic of Singapore providing that all property that had vested in the State of Singapore would now vest in the new republic. Therefore, the modern state’s property interests trace their history, through constitutions and statutes, to colonial era treaties and transfers. These provided the original foundations for state ownership of the island’s land.

2. Reception of English Land Law

The theoretical foundations for State land ownership are yet another matter of colonial legal legacy. Singapore’s land law has its origins in English land law, which is feudal in origin, and therefore provides an essential theoretical foundation for state ownership of land.

The reception and application of English land law in Singapore dates from 1826, when the Crown established the Court of Judicature of Prince of Wales’ Island, Singapore and Malacca, by letters patent known as the Second Charter of Justice. The Charter empowered the court to “give and pass Judgment and Sentence according to Justice and Right.” Although the meaning of this “Justice and Right” clause has been disputed in more recent decades, historically, the prevailing interpretation was that under the Charter, English law as of 1826 — including English land law — was introduced into


62. TURNBULL, supra note 23, at 88.
67. Id. at 31.
and became part of Singapore’s law.68 The 1993 Application of English Law Act has since clarified many ambiguities surrounding the extent to which English law still applies in Singapore, confirming that the continued application of English common law in Singapore is subject to modifications required by local circumstances.69 Still, Singapore land law historically traced its origins to English land law as it stood in 1826.

In particular, Singapore’s land law is founded on the English feudal system of landholding,70 and incorporates the English doctrines of tenure and estates. To this point, this Article has used the word “ownership” in a relatively loose, everyday sense (consistent with how the Singapore Land Authority, the statutory board responsible for optimizing the country’s land resources,71 itself distinguishes between “state or privately-owned” land). However, landholding is, strictly speaking, the more accurate term. Under Singapore’s system of land law, all land is held of the State.73 Although the doctrine of tenure has lost much of its relevance over time, it still theoretically stands for the proposition that in a strict legal sense, land is not owned, but only temporarily held of another.74 Additionally, under the doctrine of estates, outside of the prerogative ownership of the State, a person cannot own land, but only a segment of time in land.75 As an English court famously wrote in Walsingham’s Case, “an estate is a time in the land, or land for a time, and there are diversities of estates, which are no more than diversities of time.”76 Even the freehold estate of an estate in fee simple, despite appearing to most closely approximate full ownership, nevertheless is defined by a duration of time (albeit a potentially unlimited duration);77 it does not dispense with the theoretical principle that denies the landholder full outright ownership. Rather, all land is held of the State, and technically, no person’s ownership of land is absolute.

---

68. ANDREW PHANG BOON LEONG, FROM FOUNDATION TO LEGACY: THE SECOND CHARTER OF JUSTICE 7–8 (2006); TANG & LOW, supra note 15, at 2.
69. Application of English Law Act, 1993 (Act No. 35/1993) § 3 (Sing.).
70. TANG & LOW, supra note 15, at 10.
73. TANG & LOW, supra note 15, at 10. For discussion of the usage of “held of,” see supra note 19 and accompanying text.
74. TANG & LOW, supra note 15, at 41; KEVIN GRAY & SUSAN FRANCIS GRAY, LAND LAW 1-057 (7th ed. 2011).
75. GRAY & GRAY, supra note 74, at 1-043.
76. Walsingham’s Case, [1573] 2 Plowden 574 (KB).
77. See GRAY & GRAY, supra note 74, at 1-046.
This legal and doctrinal foundation therefore borrows legitimacy from English land law’s long history. In the now-independent Republic of Singapore, this history provides key context for the State’s prerogative ownership of land in Singapore, and for a person’s “ownership” of land to be limited to the holding of such land for a determined period of time. In theory, Singapore could well have chosen to depart from this colonial legacy. However, the post-independence government has taken full advantage of these foundations to establish a system of landholding that closely tracks its colonial predecessor — one where the State is the largest landowner, selling leases of typically 20 to 30 years (for industrial sites) or 99 years (for residential, commercial, hospitality and white sites).

D. Theoretical Foundations: A Brief Overview of Georgism

Having provided the background to the case study of Singapore, this Section now closes Part I with a brief overview of the school of thought that provides a theoretical foundation for the Article. It highlights key principles of Georgism that pertain to land and land policy, particularly in relation to urban land. In addition to George’s original ideas, it also addresses more recent principles and policies developed in a Georgist spirit. Nevertheless, this remains but a very brief exposition of selected key propositions that are particularly pertinent to the present analysis, and by no means represents a thorough account of Georgist reasoning.

Faced with a crisis of inequality during America’s Gilded Age, George’s diagnosis of the cause of the unjust distribution of wealth he saw around himself centered on land. To George, land was distinct among other kinds


79. A white site refers to land that is permitted to be put to various uses, thereby facilitating the construction of mixed-use developments. The planning authority would typically also impose minimum requirements regarding a specific use type. See Robert C. Brears, The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Urban and Regional Futures 1677 (2023).


81. For an account of George’s theory of distribution and his thoughts on free trade, see Bryson, supra note 12, at 47–122.

82. See generally Edward T. O’Donnell, Henry George and the Crisis of Inequality: Progress and Poverty in the Gilded Age (Kenneth T. Jackson et al. eds., 2015). The Gilded Age spanned roughly from 1865 to 1900. Id. at xviii.

83. George, supra note 1, at 33; see also Bryson, supra note 12, at 126 (noting that land, in George’s use of the term, encompassed all-natural physical resources). His use of the term therefore does not align perfectly with certain legal uses, such as where the common law regards fixtures as being a part of land. These differences are largely immaterial to the present discussion, but will be highlighted if they should become relevant.
of property, and among the other factors of production. This proposition was not original to George, but what is notable is how George made land and land policy the very crux of his theory. From a Georgist perspective, the benefits derived from land — land rent, increases in land value — should not accrue to private individuals, but are created by, belong to, and therefore should accrue to the community. In the first instance, George was of the view, as were many of his intellectual forbears and contemporaries, that land itself is not a product of human effort, but a gift of nature. George therefore distinguished between land, and improvements made to land. To George, land rent that is derived from the land itself, not being the product of the landowner’s efforts, could not justly accrue to the landowner. By contrast, improvements to land (for example, the construction of buildings) are attributable to the landowner’s efforts, being “brought into being by human exertion,” and therefore benefits deriving from such improvements may justly belong to the landowner.

In the modern cityscape, George’s later adherents find similar reasoning to be holding even more true. Mason Gaffney, for example, saw the population density and multivariate interactions of cities as resulting in “synergistic surplus[es],” which lodge in urban land rents. Moreover, development, including publicly-funded development, of entire areas increases the values of individual parcels of land therein. From a Georgist perspective, because such surpluses and land value increases are generated by the community as a whole, they should belong to the community rather than private landowners. However, George instead perceived a strong tendency toward monopoly and speculation, such that these returns to land are instead concentrated in the hands of private landowners, despite not being attributable to their efforts. In George’s view, such land monopoly and land speculation were the “great cause” of inequality in the distribution of wealth in society at large.
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90. See George, supra note 1, at 303; see also Bryson, supra note 12, at 196–97.
91. Mason Gaffney, The Role of Ground Rent in Urban Decay and Revival: How to Revitalize a Failing City, 60 Am. J. Econ. & Soc. 55, 64 (2001); Bryson, supra note 12, at 181–82.
92. See Gaffney, supra note 91, at 63–64 (“[T]he composite city is generally in a stage of increasing returns . . . .”); Bryson, supra note 12, at 181–82.
93. George, supra note 1, at 266.
George’s proposed approach, in a nutshell, has been summarized as “socializ[ing] ownership while privatizing development” — capturing, for the benefit of the community, the “unearned increment” of land value increases, but not returns earned from productive efforts of labor or entrepreneurship. The strict Georgist remedy is a proposed “single tax” on land values, a policy panacea that George envisioned as so effective that all other forms of taxation would be rendered unnecessary. In the many decades since George’s 1879 proposal, thinkers and policymakers have developed additional and alternative policy initiatives that depart from George’s rigid and exclusive “single tax” approach, but that are nonetheless formulated and executed in very much a Georgist spirit. One notable example is the concept of land value capture, which involves the recovery and reinvestment of land value increases resulting from publicly-funded development; examples of land value capture policy tools include betterment charges, leasing of public land, inclusionary housing, and certain forms of property tax. George’s influence is notable in Donald Hagman’s and Dean Misczynski’s conception of “windfalls for wipeouts,” which in turn influenced subsequent scholars’ conception of takings and givings.

Ultimately, George’s concern was that of justice. This concern recurs in his seminal work, Progress and Poverty, where the words “justice” and “injustice” appear over a hundred times. For him, land policy was not simply a matter of economics, but a “question of justice.” This conviction stands in stark contrast to the neoclassical concern with efficiency, which
tended to marginalize the classical concern with justice.\textsuperscript{106} Though it was a key theme of \textit{Progress and Poverty}, George did not proffer a substantive definition of “justice” in that text, seemingly assuming its meaning was universally understood (given his references to justice, for example, as “the great moral law”\textsuperscript{107} or a “sentiment . . . fundamental to the human mind”\textsuperscript{108}). However, George’s conception appears to center, implicitly, on distributive justice.\textsuperscript{109} He writes of a “just distribution” of wealth,\textsuperscript{110} where “no one can get more than he fairly earns,”\textsuperscript{111} such that there is thereby “no oppression, no injury to any class.”\textsuperscript{112} This coheres with broad concepts shared by theorists of justice as inhering in giving each person their due, and of distributive justice as “balancing . . . the competing claims that persons make on the benefits that are up for distribution.”\textsuperscript{113} It is outside the scope of this Article to develop a substantive definition of this extensively theorized concept, and it therefore employs the foregoing conception of justice as inferred from George’s writing. This sets the context, as well as lays the legal and theoretical foundations for the rest of this Article.

\textbf{II. Three Aspects of Singapore’s Land Law and Policy}

The contours and evolution of Singapore’s land and housing system, as traced in Part I, give rise to the question: What were the legal underpinnings of this transformation? Part II addresses this question by examining three key aspects of Singapore’s land law and policy, structured around the themes “takings,” “givings,” and taxation. The first theme, “takings,” examines the constitutional and legal bases for the land acquisition and reclamation that contributed significantly to the high rate of State land ownership. The second theme, the complementary but less-used term, “givings,” is concerned with government distributions (as opposed to government seizures) of land,\textsuperscript{114} particularly through housing policy. These two titular themes draw on Abraham Bell and Gideon Parchomovsky’s conception of takings and givings, which traces a strand of its intellectual lineage to
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George’s thought, and which has been applied in the Singapore context. The third theme looks at land taxation, including not only of land rent but also increases in land values.

A. “Takings”

This Section focuses on takings of property, which contributed in large part to the high proportion of State ownership of land in Singapore today. While the language of “takings” accords more with American (rather than British) usage of the term, particularly in the context of the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution, Singapore’s own Constitution lacks a similar requirement for the compensation of takings. Nevertheless, some scholars have identified that takings and givings provide an effective conceptual frame for better understanding the initiatives that have transformed Singapore’s land and housing system. Specifically, Bell and Parchomovsky posit a taxonomy of takings: “physical taking,” referring to government seizure of property interest for public use (such as compulsory land acquisition in Singapore); “regulatory taking,” where the regulation of the use of a property diminishes its value; and “derivative taking,” where a taking lowers the value of surrounding property without physically appropriating it (such as the effect of coastal land reclamation on previously sea-facing land).

Singapore’s existing property laws and policies permit and involve many different takings, only a limited selection of which are addressed in this Section. This Section excludes takings that affect, even if significantly, a relative minority of the population (such as HDB’s Selective En bloc Redevelopment Scheme). It also does not address “private takings” (such as en bloc or collective sales of private property) that other scholars have
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118. See infra Section II.A.1.
120. See Bell & Parchomovsky, Takings Reassessed, supra note 115, at 280.
121. Under this scheme, older HDB flats are compulsorily acquired. Owners of these flats are compensated and offered a new flat at a designated replacement site. The purpose of the scheme is to intensify land use and facilitate urban renewal through the redevelopment of older and typically lower-density public housing. See TAY ET AL., supra note 15, at 2; 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, 6 Feb. 2023 (Cheng Hsing Yao, Nominated Member of Parliament); Your SERS Journey, HOUS. & DEV. BD., https://www.hdb.gov.sg/residential/living-in-an-hdb-flat/sers-and-upgrading-programmes/sers/your-sers-journey [https://perma.cc/Z3PN-DP97] (last visited Aug. 5, 2023).
recently and insightfully addressed. Rather, this Section focuses on government seizures of property that have had the most widespread impact in Singapore. In particular, it focuses on the legal bases for takings that have contributed to the high proportion of State ownership of land today and provide much of the pool from which givings may be made. These include Singapore’s exclusion of a constitutional right to property, provisions for compulsory acquisition of land under the Land Acquisition Act, and provisions facilitating coastal reclamation under the Foreshores Act.

1. Exclusion of Constitutional Right to Property

First and most fundamentally, Singapore’s Constitution omits a right to land or protection for property, an omission that removed what would otherwise have been a significant legal obstacle to many takings of land. This contrasts sharply with the constitutional position just prior to independence. As a constituent state of the Federation of Malaysia, Singapore was bound by Article 13 of the Malaysian Constitution, which, in line with a prior Constitutional Commission recommendation, protected the right to property, and prohibited the acquisition or requisition of land by the State without the payment of adequate compensation. With the establishment of Singapore as an independent republic and the creation of its brand-new Constitution in 1965, such rights, however, were conspicuously excluded.

122. See, e.g., Low et al., supra note 18.
123. See generally Land Acquisition Act, 1966 (Act No. 41/1966) (Sing.).
124. See generally Foreshores Act, 1920 (2020 Rev. Ed.) (Sing.).
126. For example, in the United States, private property rights are protected under the various provisions of the U.S. Constitution, including: (i) the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment, which prohibits the taking of private property for public use without just compensation; as well as (ii) the Due Process Clauses of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments, which respectively provide that “[n]o person shall . . . be deprived of . . . property, without due process of law,” “nor shall any State deprive any person of . . . property, without due process of law.” See U.S. CONST., amend. V; U.S. CONST., amend. XIV, § 1; N. KHUBLALL, COMPULSORY LAND ACQUISITION – SINGAPORE AND MALAYSIA 16–17 (2d ed. 1994). Moreover, the Framers of the Constitution held strong convictions about the importance of property rights, seeing the protection of private property as essential to just governance. See James Madison, For the National Property Gazette (Mar. 27, 1792), in 14 PAPERS OF JAMES MADISON 266, 267 (Robert A. Rutland et al. eds., 1983).
2. Compulsory Acquisition under the Land Acquisition Act

Second, soon after independence, the government enacted the Land Acquisition Act 1966, which provided for “the acquisition of private property for public purposes.” Though compulsory acquisition legislation dated back as far as the Indian Act VI of 1857, the new Land Acquisition Act, which repealed the previous Land Acquisition Ordinance, departed from earlier legislation notably in its assessment of compensation provisions. The Legislative Assembly had in fact debated amendments to the ordinance in the months prior to Singapore’s merger with Malaysia in 1963; however, the bill in question lapsed, and the changes required reconsideration post-merger to account for the applicability of Malaysia’s constitutional provisions, including its rights respecting property. Yet, with separation from Malaysia in 1965, and with the absence of any similar constitutional provision in the freshly independent state, the new Land Acquisition Act was swiftly passed.

The Land Acquisition Act represented a break from — and, paradoxically, an entrenchment of — legal norms. On one hand, Lee Kuan Yew, Singapore’s founding Prime Minister, who held the post for over three decades, described the breach with constitutional norms in the following terms:

When we were confronted with an enormous problem of bad housing, no development, overcrowding, we decided that unless drastic measures were taken to break the law, break the rules, we would never solve it. We therefore took overriding powers to acquire land at low cost, which was in breach of one of the fundamentals of British constitutional law — the sanctity of property. But that had to be overcome, because the sanctity of the society seeking to preserve itself was greater.

On the other hand, he also emphasized the importance of entrenching the legality of compulsory acquisition, commenting that it was “probably because of my legal background that I wanted to get the legality of what we

129. See Land Acquisition Act, 1966 (Act No. 41/1966) (Sing.).
131. See Bryan Chew et al., Compulsory Acquisition of Land in Singapore: A Fair Regime?, 22 SING. ACAD. L.J. 166, 168 (2010). In general, the numbering for these statutes began afresh at roman numeral “I” each calendar year.
132. See 25 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 130, at 133.
135. CENTRE FOR LIVEABLE CITIES, supra note 30, at 10.
were doing properly entrenched, so that it cannot be varied and changed for fickle reasons.”136

The Land Acquisition Act introduced several elements targeted at facilitating redevelopment. It empowers the State to compulsorily acquire any land required for any public, residential, commercial, or industrial purposes; or for any purpose that is of public benefit, of public utility, or in the public interest.137 This considerably broadened the scope of purposes for which land could be compulsorily acquired, as compared with the predecessor ordinance that limited acquisition mostly to infrastructural purposes.138 Additionally, for many years, the statutory compensation regime favored the acquisition of land at low cost, at the expense of landowners. Before legislative amendments in 2007 removed the reference to a statutory date of compensation,139 the Act pegged compensation to the value of the land on either (i) the date that it was notified as required (or likely to be required) for compulsory acquisition, or (ii) the statutorily prescribed historical date — whichever was lower.140 In practice, this meant that in years where property prices far exceeded the prices as of the prescribed historical date (as was the case when property prices were on a cyclical upward trend), landholders whose land was compulsorily acquired suffered significant financial losses.141 As Bryan Chew et al. demonstrate, the compensation regime favoring low-cost acquisition persisted while its impact was concentrated among a relatively small section of individual landowners; however, reforms to the compensation regime were instituted as compulsory acquisition laws affected a wider section of the population.142 By that time, however, major lower-cost land acquisitions had already been made, especially in the earlier years of the nation’s independence.143

Moreover, challenges to compulsory land acquisitions are subject to obstacles and restrictions.144 For instance, the Land Acquisition Act includes an ouster clause:145 if the President, by notification, declares that land is required for a specific purpose, section 5(3) provides that such notification is “conclusive evidence” that the land is required for that stated
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The Land Acquisition Act also contains no provision allowing affected landowners to challenge the need for an acquisition, but only a right of appeal to the Appeals Board regarding the compensation awarded for acquired land. Such decisions of the Appeals Board are final, and may only be appealed to the court (specifically, the Court of Appeal) on a question of law. Additionally the Land Acquisition Act bars suits for setting aside awards or apportionments under the statute. As such, even certain controversial or highly-publicized cases (e.g., compulsory acquisitions of land for the nominal sum of S$1 in 2003) never made it to the courts.

Nevertheless, over the years, some plaintiffs have sought to challenge compulsory acquisitions on various grounds, albeit typically unsuccessfully. Administrative law arguments have been raised in several cases. For example, in the 1980 case Galstaun v. Att’y Gen., although the plaintiffs’ land had been compulsorily acquired for the declared public purpose of extending a public road, a portion of the acquired land was subsequently left as an open space. The plaintiffs argued that the acquisition of land in excess of that required for the road was ultra vires, beyond the powers conferred by the legislation, and illegal. The court, however, upheld the legality of the acquisition. Citing section 5(3) of the Land Acquisition Act, the court stated that the government is the “proper authority” for determining a public purpose, and when it declares such a public purpose, it must be presumed to have facts that induce its declaration. To give another example, in the 1989 case, Basco Enterprises Pte. Ltd. v. Soh Siong
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Wah, property was compulsorily acquired, purportedly for conservation and renovation as part of a central civic and cultural district.\(^{158}\) The appellants, the original property owners, argued that in acquiring the property, the authorities had acted *ultra vires* and with improper purposes.\(^{159}\) The appellants observed that though the acquisition was apparently for the purpose of “urban redevelopment,” the property was in fact acquired for the purpose of preservation; it was argued that the former purpose does not encompass the latter purpose — particularly since separate statutes dealt with each purpose, and the Urban Redevelopment Authority was not authorized to deal with conservation at the time of the acquisition.\(^{160}\) The court nevertheless dismissed the appeal, finding that the acquisition should be viewed in the context of the intended urban redevelopment of the entire area, which could involve both preservation of the acquired building and rebuilding of other buildings.\(^{161}\) However, notable developments also took place outside the courtroom. After this case had been decided in the court below\(^{162}\) but before the appeal was heard,\(^{163}\) Parliament introduced legislative amendments that had the effect of designating the Urban Redevelopment Authority as the conservation authority,\(^{164}\) further shoring up the regime against any future arguments along similar lines.\(^{165}\) As the appellants attempted to argue, and as a commentator later observed, the introduction of these amendments might beg the question of whether there was more merit to the appellants’ argument.\(^{166}\) Practically, the case law and legislative changes have relegated this question to the realm of historical curiosity. Still, it remains a notable instance of the speed and agility with which the legislature is able to move to tighten the legislative scheme.

Nevertheless, the door is not completely closed on legal challenges of compulsory acquisitions. The court has observed that notwithstanding the ouster clause at section 5(3) of the Land Acquisition Act, an acquisition
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nevertheless may be challenged for bad faith. In one case, the former landholder’s land went untouched after its compulsory acquisition 22 years before, and he therefore sought leave to apply for orders of *certiorari* and *mandamus*. The nation’s highest court considered that unexplained prolonged inaction could give rise to reasonable suspicion that the land was not in fact required for redevelopment at the time of acquisition. Though the application in that case failed as it was made out of time, the court observed that leave could reasonably have been granted had the application been made in time. Another more recent case concerned land that had mostly been used as a Muslim cemetery. The plaintiff, whose family resided in a house situated on part of the land, allegedly discovered only in 2009 that the land had been compulsorily acquired in 1988. One of the plaintiff’s arguments was that he and his father, as occupants who acquired title to the land by adverse possession, had not received notice of the acquisition or the compensation award, and the award therefore was made in breach of natural justice. The court did not need to resolve this issue as it found that on the facts of the case, even if such breach were proved, the plaintiff had no remedy before the court. Still, the court observed that in the “unusual case” where an acquisition or award is challenged based on lack of notice or a breach of natural justice, the applicant should have “at least an arguable case” for a time extension to make the application, and should not typically be left without a remedy. Though the plaintiffs in these cases did not succeed, in principle, remedies should be available to those who have their property compulsorily acquired in bad faith or in breach of the principles of natural justice.
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In addition to these administrative law arguments, plaintiffs have also resorted to constitutional law arguments, notwithstanding the absence of any constitutional protection of property. For example, one suit attempted to challenge a compulsory acquisition on alternative constitutional grounds, arguing that the acquisition was discriminatory and violated the Constitution’s equal protection clause\(^\text{176}\) because it targeted a Buddhist temple, but not the nearby Hindu mission or Christian church.\(^\text{177}\) However, the argument did not succeed,\(^\text{178}\) with the court finding that the acquisition decision had been based only on planning considerations.\(^\text{179}\)

The courts, hence, have in several instances upheld the legality of compulsory acquisitions under the Land Acquisition Act.\(^\text{180}\) The courts have not had very much latitude in this area, due to the exclusion of a constitutional right to property on the one hand, and the entrenching of statutory land acquisition provisions on the other. The Land Acquisition Act, therefore, was from the outset a very potent legislative tool for State takings of land.

### 3. Coastal Reclamation Facilitated by the Foreshores Act

Third, in addition to the acquisition of existing land by means of the Land Acquisition Act, coastal reclamation, as facilitated by the Foreshores Act, has been another notable source of state land. Since Singapore’s independence in 1965, its total land area has increased by over 25%, from 581.5 square kilometers to 728.3 square kilometers in 2020,\(^\text{181}\) with the Foreshores Act providing the legal basis for the transformation of foreshore and seabed into state land. The statute provides that the government may, with Parliament’s approval, reclaim any part of Singapore’s foreshore or seabed, and such reclaimed land may then be declared state land.\(^\text{182}\) Reclamation under the Foreshores Act involves various takings. The statute provides that reclaimed land, upon being declared state land under the statute, immediately vests in the State free of any rights that may previously
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have existed over the foreshore or seabed\textsuperscript{183} — a provision that can be regarded as a form of physical taking.\textsuperscript{184} Additionally, the statute expressly precludes any right of compensation where loss of sea frontage injuriously affects any land or interest therein\textsuperscript{185} — a provision that can be construed as a type of derivative taking, insofar as coastal reclamation reduces the value of previously sea-facing land without compensation.\textsuperscript{186}

\textbf{B. “Givings”}

However, the Singaporean government does not simply take land without a plan to redistribute it. This Section considers the government’s priorities for such redistribution, or “givings.” It draws on Bell and Parchomovsky’s conception of “givings,” which they characterize as distinguished by four features: (i) the reversibility of the act, in that the government’s act of conferring a benefit, if reversed, would be characterized as a taking; (ii) the identifiability of the recipients; (iii) the proximity to or clear association of the act with a taking; and (iv) the refusability of the benefit by the recipient.\textsuperscript{187} Their taxonomy of givings mirrors that of takings, identifying three varieties: “physical givings,” where the State grants a property interest to a private person; “regulatory givings,” where the State, through regulation, enhances the value of a property; and “derivative giving[s],” where the State, by a taking or giving, indirectly increases the value of a property.\textsuperscript{188}

Specifically, this Section focuses on one of Singapore’s most significant physical givings: the use of State-owned land for housing, particularly public housing, in which 77% of the resident population reside.\textsuperscript{189} Singapore’s founding leaders possessed deep policy convictions with respect to housing, seeing “a home-owning society” as one which “[gave] every citizen a stake in the country and its future.”\textsuperscript{190} To this end, the government has utilized State-owned land to provide public housing, and has released State-owned land for private housing development. Around half of all land acquired by the government from 1959 to 1984 was allocated to HDB for
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public housing.\footnote{CTR. FOR LIVEABLE CITIES ET AL., supra note 38, at 46.} State land released through the Government Land Sales program also comprises 38% of private housing in Singapore.\footnote{CTR. FOR LIVEABLE CITIES, supra note 44, at 17.}

Where public housing is concerned, newly-constructed Built-to-Order (BTO) HDB flats are not offered at full market price. Rather, as a matter of policy, BTO flats are priced with the intention of ensuring housing affordability and thereby facilitating home ownership.\footnote{Media Statement on HDB’s Pricing Approach and Development Costs for BTO Flats, MINISTRY OF NAT’L DEV. (Dec. 7, 2022), https://www.mnd.gov.sg/newsroom/press-releases/view/media-statement-on-hdb’s-pricing-approach-and-development-costs-for-bto-flats [https://perma.cc/L5XM-H4PS].} In addition to the pricing of BTO flats, other elements of Singapore’s broader housing policy are geared toward facilitating increased home ownership. There are currently several grants and subsidies for the purchase of HDB flats, whether these are purchased directly from HDB (e.g., BTO flats) or from private individuals on the secondary market (i.e., resale flats). For example, the Enhanced Central Provident Fund Housing Grant may provide eligible first-time applicants with a grant amount of up to a maximum of S$80,000 (approximately US$60,000 in January 2023), with the precise amount in each case varying according to household income.\footnote{Enhanced CPF Housing Grant (Families), HOUS. & DEV. BD., https://www.hdb.gov.sg/residential/buying-a-flat/understanding-your-eligibility-and-housing-loan-options/flat-and-grant-eligibility/couples-and-families/enhanced-cpf-housing-grant-families [https://perma.cc/BVRS-WFDE] (last visited Jan. 11, 2023).} Additionally, the Proximity Housing Grant program is targeted at encouraging families and extended families to live in proximity to each other. Married couples living with their parents may be eligible for a grant amount of up to S$30,000 (approximately US$22,500), while married couples living within four kilometers (2.5 miles) of their parents may be eligible for a grant amount of up to S$20,000 (approximately US$15,000).\footnote{Proximity Housing Grant (Families), HOUS. & DEV. BD., https://www.hdb.gov.sg/residential/buying-a-flat/understanding-your-eligibility-and-housing-loan-options/flat-and-grant-eligibility/couples-and-families/proximity-housing-grant-families [https://perma.cc/C5N6-JLUD] (last visited Jan. 11, 2023).} HDB also offers housing loans to eligible buyers of public housing,\footnote{Housing Loan from HDB, HOUS. & DEV. BD., https://www.hdb.gov.sg/residential/buying-a-flat/financing-a-flat-purchase/housing-loan-options/housing-loan-from-hdb [https://perma.cc/ED6Q-GW2G] (last visited Jan. 11, 2023).} and purchases of both public and private housing can be partially financed from money previously set aside under the Central Provident Fund’s compulsory savings scheme.\footnote{Terms and Conditions for Use of CPF under the CPF Housing Scheme, CENT. PROVIDENT FUND BD., https://www.cpf.gov.sg/member/tnc/t-c-for-use-of-cpf-under-cpf-housing-scheme [https://perma.cc/ZKX6-KJ4K] (last visited Jan. 11, 2023).}
At the same time, public housing ownership is also subject to conditions and restrictions, given that public housing is, as the Singapore court has observed, “property with a rather unique character.” These include, among others, purchase restrictions; the prohibition of sales within a prescribed minimum occupation period; and the requirement of HDB’s consent for any sale, lease, mortgage or disposal. Notably, after purchasing a new or resale HDB flat, homeowners are required to dispose of any interest in any existing HDB flat or private residential property. The effect is that each homeowner generally may only own one HDB flat, and cannot simultaneously hold any other residential property (one exception being if the homeowner acquires a second private residential property after fulfilling the minimum occupation period applicable to their HDB flat) — curbing the potential for monopoly in property ownership. Moreover, additional conditions and restrictions apply to certain types of property. Recent years have seen the introduction of the Prime Location Housing Scheme, which attaches additional conditions to new public housing constructed in certain “prime” central locations, in order that those homes might remain affordable and accessible. For instance, when HDB first sells these flats, it provides additional subsidies in excess of the subsidies already provided for typical flats; if a homeowner who benefited from these subsidies then resells the flat on the open market, they are required to return a percentage of the resale price to HDB, commensurate with the additional subsidies HDB initially provided.

The large proportion of State ownership of land in Singapore, therefore, corresponds with an outsized role for the State in the provision of housing. Physical givings of land and public housing, as supplemented by grants, subsidies, and other instruments of housing policy, form a key pillar of Singapore’s overall approach to property law and policy.

---

199. Housing and Development Act, 1959 (2020 Rev. Ed.) §§ 50, 55, 56 (Sing.).
203. Id.
C. Taxation

Finally, the last key aspect for consideration is land taxation. Land, as held or once given, is subject to tax by the government. This Section focuses on three forms of taxes: (1) residential property tax, Singapore’s primary means of taxing wealth; (2) the land betterment charge, which secures to the State increases in land value that result from development; and (3) stamp duties payable upon the acquisition and disposition of property.

1. Residential Property Tax

Property tax is currently Singapore’s “principal means of taxing wealth,” as the Minister of Finance put it in his 2022 announcement of the most recent rounds of residential property tax increases, effective in 2023 and 2024.\(^{204}\) This Section focuses on residential property taxes, because the system instituted by the Singaporean government has undergone notable evolution in the last two decades.\(^{205}\) In contrast, property tax on non-residential premises has remained at a constant rate during this same period.\(^{206}\) Moreover, this Section focuses on developments in the last 12 years, as the move toward a more progressive residential property tax system is notably a recent phenomenon.\(^{207}\) Historically, although Singapore’s maximum residential property tax rates were at their highest at the time of the nation’s independence in 1965,\(^{208}\) there was an overall decrease in residential property tax rates over the decades, culminating in a flat tax rate system in 1990 with rates plateauing at new lows.\(^{209}\) Only since 2011 has there been movement towards progressive residential property taxation once again.\(^{210}\)

As recently as 2010, residential property was taxed at relatively low rates of a concessionary 4% and 10% on the annual value of owner-occupied\(^{211}\)

---

\(^{204}\) 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, 18 Feb. 2022.

\(^{205}\) For details and further discussion of Singapore’s property tax system, see generally YEW KWONG LEUNG & WEI HWA SEE, PROPERTY TAX IN SINGAPORE (3d ed. 2015). See generally TAY, LEUNG, AND SEE, supra note 15.

\(^{206}\) Since 2001, property tax on non-residential premises has remained at a rate of 10% of the annual value thereof — where “annual value” generally refers to the gross rent, that is, the amount at which the premises can reasonably be expected to be let. See, e.g., Property Tax (Rates) Order, 2001 (S.L. No. S 205/2001), para. 2 (Sing.) (revoked); Property Tax (Rates for Non-Residential Premises) Order, 2013 (S.L. S 692/2013), para. 4; Property Tax Act, 1960 (2020 Rev. Ed.) § 2(1) (Sing.).


\(^{208}\) The maximum residential property tax rate at that time was 36%. LEUNG & SEE, supra note 205, at 28.

\(^{209}\) See LEUNG & SEE, supra note 205, at 28–33.

\(^{210}\) See 86 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 207, at 2257–58.

\(^{211}\) Property Tax (Rate for Owner-Occupied Residential Premises) Order, 1990 (1990 Rev. Ed.) paras. 3(1), 7 (Sing.) (revoked). Residential premises are “owner-occupied” if “they are or are to be principally used or occupied as such by the owner of the residential premises”
and non-owner-occupied \textsuperscript{212} residential premises, respectively where “annual value” generally refers to the gross rent, that is, the amount at which the premises “can reasonably be expected to be let.” \textsuperscript{213} In 2011, instead of this system of flat property tax rates, progressive property tax rates were implemented in respect of owner-occupied residential properties. \textsuperscript{214} Since then, the maximum marginal property tax rates for residential premises have drastically increased, in various increments, from 6\% to a planned 32\% in 2024 for owner-occupied residential premises, \textsuperscript{215} and from 10\% to a planned 36\% in 2024 for non-owner-occupied residential premises. \textsuperscript{216} (Please refer to Table 1 below for a summary of changes in the maximum marginal property tax rates for residential premises from 2001 to 2024.) To give an example of tax payable at the upper end of the spectrum, a large, well-located non-owner-occupied house with an annual value of S$150,000 would attract S$43,200 in annual property taxes in 2024. \textsuperscript{217} Given the progressive nature of the tax rates, property tax on HDB flats, in which the vast majority of the resident population reside, contributed only an average of 1.3\% to 1.4\% of the total property tax on residential and non-residential properties assessed each year from 2018 to 2022 (before taking into account any rebates or exemptions). \textsuperscript{218}

There hence has been a very notable shift over the last two decades to progressively and more heavily taxing residential property — a shift that is particularly notable from a Georgist perspective. \textsuperscript{219}

\footnotesize

\textsuperscript{212} Property Tax (Rates) Order, (2003 Rev. Ed.) paras. 2–3 (Sing.) (revoked). Residential premises are non-owner-occupied if they do not satisfy the criteria for determining owner occupation as set out in Property Tax (Rates for Residential Premises) Order, 2013 (S.L. S 691/2013) para. 4 (Sing.).


\textsuperscript{214} Property Tax (Progressive Tax Rates for Owner-Occupied Residential Premises) Order, 2010 (S.L. S. 512/2010), para. 3(1) (Sing.).

\textsuperscript{215} Id. Property Tax (Rates for Residential Premises) Order, 2013 (S.L. S 691/2013) sch. pt. 1, para. 8 (Sing.).


\textsuperscript{217} 95 \textit{Singapore Parliamentary Debates}, supra note 204 (Lawrence Wong, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Finance); Property Tax (Rates for Residential Premises) Order, 2013 (S.L. S 691/2013) sch. pt. 2, para. 4 (Sing.).

\textsuperscript{218} 95 \textit{Singapore Parliamentary Debates}, supra note 204 (Lawrence Wong, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Finance).

\textsuperscript{219} See infra Part III.
### TABLE 1. MAXIMUM PROPERTY TAX RATES FOR RESIDENTIAL PREMISES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2023</th>
<th>2024</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner-occupied Residential Premises</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for every dollar in excess of S$65k in annual value)</td>
<td>(for every dollar in excess of S$130k in annual value)</td>
<td>(for every dollar in excess of S$130k in annual value)</td>
<td>(for every dollar in excess of S$100k in annual value)</td>
<td>(for every dollar in excess of S$100k in annual value)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Owner-occupied Residential Premises</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(for every dollar in excess of S$90k in annual value)</td>
<td>(for every dollar in excess of S$90k in annual value)</td>
<td>(for every dollar in excess of S$60k in annual value)</td>
<td>(for every dollar in excess of S$60k in annual value)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

220. Property Tax (Rate for Owner-Occupied Residential Premises) Order, (1990 Rev. Ed.) paras. 3(1), 7 (Sing.) (revoked).
223. Id.
225. Id.
227. Id.
229. Id.
231. Id.
2. Land Betterment Charge

In addition to property taxes, another form of taxation is the land betterment charge. Since 1964, Singapore has imposed charges that secure to the State the increases in land value that result from community development, as opposed to the efforts of the landowner. Presently, this takes the form of a single Land Betterment Charge, administered by the SLA under the Land Betterment Charge Act 2021. Previously, however, there was more than one such charge: (1) Development Charges and Temporary Development Levies, administered by the Urban Redevelopment Authority under the Planning Act 1998; and (2) Differential Premiums, collected by the SLA.

Under the previous framework, a Development Charge would generally be payable if the government granted a planning or conservation permission that authorized the development of land, and that permission resulted in an increase in the land value. Similarly, a Temporary Development Levy would typically be payable if the government granted a temporary permission resulting in a temporary enhancement in land value; this levy was lower than the full Development Charge, and was introduced to lower barriers to entry for new businesses. By contrast, Differential Premiums were imposed in relation to State titles (that is, grants in fee simple, grants of estates in perpetuity, or State leases). This premium was payable if the government waived or varied a restrictive covenant in a State title, thereby resulting in an increase in the land value. Typically, these charges allowed the State to capture 70% of the enhancement in the land value, while the landowner retained the remaining 30% as an incentive to develop the land. The charges shared a common purpose, in that all “cream[ed]-off in

233. See Land Betterment Charge Act, 2021 (Act No. 11/2021) (Sing.).
235. For a detailed discussion of these charges from a tax perspective, see TAY ET AL., supra note 15, at 99–100, 126–82.
236. See LEUNG YEW KWONG, DEVELOPMENT LAND AND DEVELOPMENT CHARGE IN SINGAPORE 123–98 (1987); TANG & LOW, supra note 15, at 809.
238. See TANG & LOW, supra note 15, at 69.
239. See 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 44.
240. See 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 44.
different ways the increase in value of land resulting from chargeable consents.” 242

The present framework streamlines the approach, replacing these three charges with a single Land Betterment Charge. 243 This tax is generally levied for every “chargeable consent” given in relation to any land, and is imposed on the land value increase resulting from the chargeable consent. 244 Under this system, chargeable consents include: (1) a grant of a planning permission or conservation permission authorizing the development of land, and (2) a variation of development control restrictive covenants in State titles so as to allow for the development of land. 245 The reasoning behind this policy is that when the government permits the development of land, land values tend to increase. 246 Ultimately, these State-created increases in land value should be captured through the Land Betterment Charge and shared with the public via channeling the collected funds to purposes such as infrastructure development and public programs. 247 Thus, the dynamic of takings and givings is evident not only with respect to the land itself, but also the value of that land. Chargeable consents should be regarded as a form of regulatory giving — a government determination that enhances the value of land. The land betterment charge therefore accounts for this regulatory giving by charging the majority share of what would otherwise have been a windfall gain for the landholder. In this sense, land taxation is one important way in which the Singapore government takes a proportion of rent and land value from landowners in order to give it back to the community.

Separately but relatedly, this focus on taxing land, but not improvements thereto, is also reflected in the government’s policy of waiving the collection of a building premium when granting lease extensions. Under common law, the expiry of a lease granted by the State results in the land and the buildings thereon reverting to the State. 248 The State therefore is entitled, in the event that the lease is extended, to charge the lessee both a land premium and a building premium. The government’s policy, however, has generally been to waive the latter building premium upon renewal or extension of State leases. Since 1997, this waiver applied to extensions of short-term industrial and institutional leases; and in 2008, the waiver was applied to extensions of

242. 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 44.
244. See Land Betterment Charge Act, 2021 (Act No. 11/2021) paras. 6–7 (Sing.).
245. Id. at paras. 2(1), 3(1).
246. See 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 44.
247. See 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 44.
248. The lessee may still be charged a building premium upon lease renewal or extension, if the land was originally leased to the lessee with existing buildings. See 95 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, 4 July 2022.
all types of State leases.\textsuperscript{249} Therefore, while the land betterment charge reflects the policy of taxing land, the building premium waiver reflects the corollary policy of not taxing improvements to land.

3. \textit{Stamp Duties}

Finally, this Section also briefly discusses selected stamp duties that are targeted at curbing property speculation.\textsuperscript{250} One such measure is the Seller’s Stamp Duty, which is payable if property is disposed of within less than three years from the date that it was acquired. For instance, if residential property is disposed of within one year, Seller’s Stamp Duty is payable at 12\% of the property’s actual price or market value, whichever is higher.\textsuperscript{251} This is targeted at curbing short-term property speculation.\textsuperscript{252} Another such measure is Additional Buyer’s Stamp Duty, which imposes progressively higher stamp duties on buyers purchasing second, third, and subsequent residential properties.\textsuperscript{253} Higher rates are also payable if buyers are Singapore Permanent Residents, foreigners, or entities, as summarized in Table 2 below. The Additional Buyer’s Stamp Duty was introduced to calm investment demand for private residential property, as well as facilitate a more sustainable property market.\textsuperscript{254} In addition to the taxes directed at capturing rent and land value, these stamp duties are examples of notable and extremely interventionist measures directed at curbing monopoly and speculation, which are central concerns of Georgism.


\textsuperscript{250} See 87 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, 15 Sept. 2010, 1046.

\textsuperscript{251} Stamp Duties Act, 1929 (2021 Rev. Ed.), sch. 1, art. 3(bg) (Sing.).

\textsuperscript{252} 87 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 250, at 1046–47.

\textsuperscript{253} See infra Table 2.

\textsuperscript{254} 89 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, 9 July 2012, 318.
TABLE 2. ADDITIONAL BUYER’S STAMP DUTY RATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Singapore Citizens</th>
<th>Singapore Permanent Residents</th>
<th>Foreigners (for any residential property)</th>
<th>Entities (other than housing developers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Residential Property</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>5% 256</td>
<td>60% 257</td>
<td>65% 258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Residential Property</td>
<td>20% 259</td>
<td>30% 260</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third and Subsequent</td>
<td>30% 261</td>
<td>35% 262</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. SINGAPORE’S APPROACH THROUGH A GEORGIST LENS

Part III assesses Singapore’s approach through a Georgist lens. It begins by explaining the motivations for applying this perspective in Singapore’s context, then delves into evaluating Singapore’s approach from a Georgist perspective.

A. Motivations and Basis for Applying a Georgist Perspective

This Part assesses Singapore’s land law and policy through a Georgist lens. Preliminarily though, there are a few reasons why it might seem a curious choice to employ a Georgist perspective as the analytical lens through which to assess Singapore’s land law and policy. One such reason is that Singapore’s leaders do not appear to have explicitly professed any unusual admiration for Henry George or any particular adherence to Georgism, especially during the pivotal pre- and early post-independence years when key legal and policy foundations were conceived and put in place. This is unlike, for example, George-inspired reformers like Britain’s...
Fabian socialists or China’s Sun Yat-Sen. Previous scholarship has noted the connections of two of Singapore’s most influential founding leaders to a prominent Fabian socialist, through whom Georgist influence may have entered Singapore’s policy thinking. However, no adherence to Georgism was expressly avowed. Still, this can be accounted for by bearing in mind that to Singapore’s early leaders — who at the time saw Singapore’s survival as tied to merger with Malaysia rather than existence as a tiny independent city-state — the express overriding concerns were those of efficiency, pragmatism, and simple survival, rather than with explicit emphasis on any particular theoretical or ideological commitments, whether to Georgism or otherwise. Apart from the absence of express adherence to Georgism, another reason why the use of such a lens might seem strange is that, from a practical perspective, Singapore has neither faithfully nor completely implemented the single tax policy proposal so closely associated with George. Nevertheless, many of Singapore’s policies nonetheless have a distinctive Georgist cast. Indeed, as other scholars have maintained, Georgism does not require wholesale and uncritical acceptance of all of George’s ideas, especially those which are now commonly regarded as inaccurate or outdated.

This Section posits that there are compelling reasons why Georgism is a distinctively appropriate and fruitful analytical lens through which to consider Singapore’s land law and policy. Specifically, it illustrates why Singapore’s approach to fundamental problems arising from the distribution of land may convincingly be regarded as Georgist — first, in its diagnosis of an important source of social and economic inequality and second, in its remedies.

1. **Singapore’s Approach as Georgist in its Diagnosis**

Despite the absence of explicit reference to George’s ideas in early lawmaking and policymaking, foundational principles articulated at pivotal junctures of Singapore’s history by parliamentarians, such as then-Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew and then-Minister for Law and National Development E. W. Barker, include statements that come across as quintessentially Georgist in nature.

263. See HAILA, supra note 11, at xxiii.
264. See HAILA, supra note 11, at 77–78.
265. See LEE, supra note 190, at 58 (As the founding Prime Minister put it, “[w]e had one simple guiding principle for survival: that Singapore had to be more rugged, better organized, and more efficient . . . ”).
266. See BRYSON, supra note 12, at 148–49.
In a 1964 Legislative Assembly debate on proposed amendments to the Land Acquisition Ordinance (the predecessor statute to the Land Acquisition Act), just prior to independence, then-Prime Minister Lee (expanding on earlier remarks) said:

I stated two broad principles which would guide the Government in amending legislation on the acquisition of land, namely, first, that no private landowner should benefit from development which had taken place at public expense: and, secondly, that the price paid on the acquisition for public purposes should not be higher than what the land would have been worth had the Government not contemplated development generally in the area . . . I would introduce legislation which would help to ensure that increases in land values, because of public development, should not benefit the landowner, but should benefit the community at large. Land is a fixed commodity, and with mounting pressure on land as a result of population expansion and development, land values tend inevitably to rise. But for public purposes of acquisition, we attempt in this Bill to exclude the landowner from windfall gains in increases of land values as a result, first, of either public expenditure already incurred in the area, or speculative increases in the price of land in an area which has been earmarked for development.

These principles were reiterated in 1965 and in 1966 upon the second and third readings of the bill (incorporating the earlier proposed amendments to the Land Acquisition Ordinance) that was thereafter passed into law as the Land Acquisition Act. Members of parliament have articulated similar reasoning in subsequent parliamentary debates. In 1984, for instance, the then-Minister for National Development argued that if a high premium could be demanded for the use of a piece of land — which, in his example, referred to the use of land for the development of a petrol station — this was attributable to HDB’s resource expenditure to develop the new

267. See 22 Legislative Assembly Debates, State of Singapore, supra note 133, at 652–53.
270. 25 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 130, at 133
271. 25 Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 134, at 410 (As then-Minister for Law and National Development E. W. Barker put it, “the principle underlining this provision is that no landowner should benefit at the public’s expense, from any windfall gains resulting from enhancement of land values either through Acts of God or because of public expenditure in the neighbourhood . . . It was ironical that under the existing legislation, when additional lands in these areas had to be acquired for public purposes, Government had to pay compensation at values which Government itself had helped to enhance. The element of enhancement attributable in these cases to public participation (as opposed to participation by the private sector), is the element which under the new Bill will be creamed off when land is acquired for public purposes.”).
town, build its roads, and bring the population into the area: “it is not because of the land itself that [it] has any significance . . . it is because of the HDB’s development.” Moreover, the specific principles articulated in 1964 have been repeatedly cited and continue to guide parliamentary lawmaking and judicial decisions in the decades since, including as recently as 2022 about the introduction of the land betterment charge.

The essential policy reasoning echoes George in a surprising number of ways. Like George, one of the Singapore government’s key considerations is that land values increase due to factors other than the landholder’s efforts. Those factors include: (1) land’s nature as a limited and fixed commodity, which, when coupled with population expansion, results in land values invariably increasing as the population increases; (2) public development (such as “the building of roads, the laying of services, water, gas, electricity, railroads”) undertaken at public expense; and (3) land speculation. For the Singaporean government, these increases in land values, which are derived from the community, belong to and should benefit the community; landholders should not receive a windfall of these gains. Indeed, as George put it, “rent, the creation of the whole community, necessarily belongs to the whole community.” The legislative pronouncements discussed above hence demonstrate a remarkable similarity between the way that Singapore’s early leaders and George diagnosed the fundamental problem of injustice in the distribution of value derived from land.

2. Singapore’s Approach as Georgist in its Remedies

Additionally, this Section argues that Singapore’s approach should also be construed as Georgist in its key remedies to this problem, notwithstanding that it is not predicated upon a single tax on the land value. Specifically, it examines how: (1) the dynamic of takings and givings, particularly in the government’s compulsory acquisition and leasing of land; (2) measures directed at curbing monopoly and speculation; and (3) the property tax and land betterment charge frameworks are all inherently Georgist in nature.


274. See Singapore Parliamentary Debates, supra note 44.

275. See 23 Legislative Assembly Debates, supra note 268, at 25; 22 Legislative Assembly Debates, supra note 133, at 652–53 (In 1963, the then-Prime Minister spoke of “the general increase in the price of land, because land is limited and population increases. The amount of currency increases with the population increase and the increase in wealth; but land does not.”).

276. 22 Legislative Assembly Debates, supra note 133, at 652.

277. See 23 Legislative Assembly Debates, supra note 268, at 25.

278. GEORGE, supra note 1, at 328.
First, because of George’s emphasis on the single tax as his policy panacea,\textsuperscript{279} it is easy to overlook that George, in his seminal work \textit{Progress and Poverty}, had raised the alternative possibility of “formally confiscating all the land and formally letting it out,”\textsuperscript{280} and even considered this to be a theoretically satisfactory solution. Singapore’s approach approximates this proposal, with the State compulsorily acquiring the vast majority of the country’s land and then leasing it out. In some respects, George’s writing closely parallels the reasoning Singapore’s politicians would engage in more than half a century later:

\begin{quote}
We should satisfy the law of justice, we should meet all economic requirements, by at one stroke abolishing all private titles, declaring all land public property, and letting it out to the highest bidders in lots to suit, under such conditions as would sacredly guard the private right to improvements . . . giving the use of the land to whoever could procure the most from it . . . .\textsuperscript{281}
\end{quote}

George’s principal reservations about actually implementing this approach were that it presented a “needless shock to present customs and habits of thought,” and necessitated a “needless extension of governmental machinery.”\textsuperscript{282} Yet, to a newly independent nation free to construct its own methods and customs, strong and effective government machinery was something to aspire to rather than something to abstain from. With this aspiration in mind, Singapore’s early leaders acted to secure great power over the land to the State. Singapore’s approach entails that nearly all of its land is State-owned, a great deal of it by way of compulsory acquisition, and such land is indeed typically let out, in the sense of being sold on a leasehold basis, to successful bidders (in the case of state land released for private development under the Government Land Sales program\textsuperscript{283}) or at market price (to HDB for the construction of public housing). Rather than being inherently antithetical to Georgism, such an approach of the State acquiring and leasing land was, in George’s own view, potentially capable of achieving substantial justice and was one of the first methods he considered.

Second, Singapore employs several measures directed at curbing monopoly and speculation in the property market, particularly the residential property market. One such anti-speculative measure is the imposition of Seller’s Stamp Duty, where property is sold within three years after it is first

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{279. \textit{GEORGE}, supra note 1, at 389.}
\footnote{280. \textit{GEORGE}, supra note 1, at 363.}
\footnote{281. \textit{GEORGE}, supra note 1, at 362–63.}
\footnote{282. \textit{GEORGE}, supra note 1, at 363.}
\end{footnotes}
acquired, which disincentivizes short-term property speculation. Other measures disincentivize the concentration of ownership of property, especially residential property. In the case of public housing, after purchasing a new or resale HDB flat, homeowners are required to dispose of any interest in any existing HDB flat or private residential property, thus limiting the circumstances in which a homeowner may own more than one residential property. In the case of private housing, the imposition of Additional Buyer’s Stamp Duty disincentivizes the purchase of multiple private residential properties. Such measures are targeted at curbing monopoly and speculation in the property market — the same central ills that Georgism seeks to eliminate.

Third, Singapore’s various forms of land taxation are remedies that are less controversially Georgist in character. Notably, the land betterment charge closely resembles the tax on land values for which George so ardently advocated — albeit with the qualification that it is far from Singapore’s only tax. It also captures only 70% (rather than the full amount) of increases in land value. Another notable development, from a Georgist perspective, is the government’s waiver of the building premium. It aligns with George’s proposal that tax should target land, and not improvements to it. The government’s stated rationale for the waiver was to “remove the disincentive for lessees to upkeep or upgrade their buildings.” This is consistent with the Georgist conviction that tax should be imposed only on land (the value of which is not attributable to human effort) and not on improvements to land (which are derived from human enterprise), thereby incentivizing the latter. The impact of the building waiver is relatively insignificant, given that the government’s general stance is to allow lease extensions only on an exceptional basis, such that few developments had incurred the building premium in the year prior to its waiver for all leases. Nevertheless, it is another instance that is indicative of policy thinking that echoed Georgist reasoning. Similarly, the Prime Location Housing scheme, although not a tax per se, has a Georgist spirit insofar as it seeks to prevent homeowners from reaping a windfall solely on account of the “prime” location of their

284. See supra Section II.C.3.
285. See supra Section II.B.
286. See supra Section II.C.3.
287. See supra Section I.D.
288. See supra Section II.C.2.
289. See supra Section II.C.2.
290. Press Release, Singapore Land Authority, Lease Policy, supra note 249.
291. Press Release, Singapore Land Authority, Lease Policy, supra note 249.
homes.\textsuperscript{293} Finally, another striking but seemingly less remarked-upon development\textsuperscript{294} is the drastic (in the case of owner-occupied residential premises, eightfold) increase in the maximum marginal residential property tax rates over the last thirteen years, to the extent that property tax is expressly regarded as the principal means of taxing wealth.\textsuperscript{295} This appears to be yet another indication of an approach that is continuing — like George — to center land as a source of inequality, and therefore, continuing to prioritize remedies that target land as mitigative tools. These illustrate how Singapore’s approach is not only Georgist in its diagnosis of the fundamental ill but also in its key remedies.

\textbf{B. Evaluating Singapore’s Approach from a Georgist Perspective}

Having established the motivations and basis for applying a Georgist lens, this final Section now evaluates Singapore’s approach from three standpoints. First, this Section considers its consistencies with Georgism. It argues that Singapore’s approach is to a notable extent correspondingly practical in addressing the Georgist ideals of impeding private monopoly of land and mitigating economic inequality. The second consideration is that of inconsistencies with Georgism. Whether these reveal limitations of Singapore’s approach — specifically, concerning tax rates, uncompensated takings, unaccounted-for givings, and the need for accountability for “governmental machinery.”\textsuperscript{296} Third, this Section concludes by assessing Singapore’s approach in terms of Georgism’s limitations. The critical question is whether these the limitations of Georgism illuminate ways in which Singapore’s approach, to the extent that it is Georgist in character, is itself likewise limited, thus necessitating consideration of justice beyond land law and policy.

\textit{1. Evaluating Consistencies with Georgism: Impeding Private Monopoly and Mitigating Economic Inequality}

The government’s extensive accumulation of land, buttressed by common law doctrines of estates and tenure, has severely impeded private monopoly of land by, perhaps ironically, establishing a near-monopoly of Singapore’s land by the State. However, the State grants a portion of its interest in such land to other persons while retaining the balance of interests not so

\textsuperscript{293} Hous. & Dev. Bd., supra note 202.
\textsuperscript{294} The focus in the literature appears to be on property tax on non-residential (rather than residential) premises. See, e.g., Tay et al., supra note 15.
\textsuperscript{295} See supra Section II.C.1.
\textsuperscript{296} See infra Section III.B.2.
State-owned land has been sold to HDB and private developers (typically on leases of 20 to 99 years), with housing constructed on such land being in turn sold to individual homeowners (typically on 99-year leases). The government regards such sales as the conversion of a physical asset into a financial asset. Notwithstanding the State’s ultimate title to the land, property interests are thus widely dispersed across the population. This is achieved using residential property, with the home ownership rate for residential households standing at 88.9%. Singapore’s approach hence has been extremely effective in making home ownership widely accessible to the resident population, as opposed to property ownership being concentrated in the hands of a few. Moreover, the nature of the leasehold estate is such that upon the expiry of a lease on State-owned land, the property reverts to the State. This naturally extinguishes attempted private monopolizing of leasehold land upon the expiry of its tenure, and limits the potential for intergenerational transfer of land and housing wealth — at least with respect to property sold on leases of 99 or fewer years. The result of Singapore’s approach, therefore, has been the severe reduction of private land monopoly, which George identified as a key cause of inequality.

Crucially, by some estimates, Singapore’s housing policy and its resulting high home ownership rate, together with housing capital appreciation, has had the effect of reducing economic inequality. In 2014, Singapore’s resident household Gini coefficient was 0.411 (after taxes and transfers), much higher than many high-income developed countries, but comparable with or lower than other global cities; however, if housing wealth were included in the equation, it was estimated that the Gini coefficient would in
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that case fall to 0.36. Moreover, the mitigating effect of housing policy on inequality appears even more pronounced when considering housing wealth distribution, rather than income distribution. In his hugely influential book, *Capital in the Twenty-First Century*, Thomas Piketty notably drew attention to wealth inequality, highlighting that wealth inequality is often greater than income inequality. An economic analysis of Singapore’s housing wealth distribution, motivated by Piketty’s writing, estimated that the poorest 50% of households held an estimated 25% of Singapore’s total housing wealth. This contrasted extremely sharply with the distribution in other nations; Piketty’s data for the United States, for example, estimated that the poorest 50% of the population held only 2% of the country’s wealth in the early 2010s. Remarkably, the economic analysis of Singapore’s housing wealth distribution placed it close to Piketty’s proposed ideal wealth distribution — albeit with the qualifier that this estimated distribution was achieved specifically for housing wealth, rather than total wealth.

It hence appears that Singapore’s high proportion of State-owned land, coupled with its high homeownership rate, has the effect of reducing economic inequality. Inequality — “the unjust distribution of wealth which is separating modern society into the very rich and the very poor” — was George’s profound concern. In this regard, it continues to be the case that Singapore’s economic inequality, particularly its income inequality, is relatively high by conventional measures, with its Gini coefficient standing at 0.437 in 2022, and at 0.378 after accounting for government transfers and taxes. Yet, the incorporation and analysis of housing wealth distribution paints a more equitable picture. To the extent that the country’s law and policy with respect to land and housing has the effect of reducing economic inequality, therefore, this aligns with (although it does not perfectly achieve) the Georgist ideal.
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2. Evaluating Inconsistencies with Georgism: Tax Rates, Uncompensated Takings, Unaccounted-for Givings, and the Accountability of Governmental Machinery

However, Singapore’s inconsistencies with Georgism, and with other thinking that has developed therefrom, also reveal some of the limitations of Singapore’s approach. Singapore has taken a path that George briefly considered, but did not ultimately advocate: relying not exclusively on taxing land values, but additionally and extensively on takings and givings of land. George’s own comments on the merits or drawbacks of this course of action hence are relatively brief. To enrich the analysis, this Section therefore draws on a conception of takings and givings that is more suited for evaluating Singapore’s approach, though it traces only a strand of its intellectual lineage to George. To scholars like Bell and Parchomovsky, fairness and efficiency demand that takings be compensated, and givings be accounted for — lest their burdens and benefits, respectively, rest disproportionately on different subsets of the population. While such principles are not clearly enshrined in Singapore’s law, they nevertheless supplement George’s ideas and provide a helpful framework for assessing the success of Singapore’s land and housing law and policy.

First, even in the aspects in which Singapore’s approach most closely resembles Georgism, there remain important inconsistencies. With respect to land taxation, even those taxes that cohere most closely with George’s recommendations are inconsistent with Georgism in that they do not tax the entire amount of rent, nor the entire increase in land values. George advocated the imposition of taxes on the value of land until all rent was appropriated by the State for public use, which he envisaged would disincentivize speculation and speculation-fueled increases in land prices. By contrast, Singapore’s land betterment charge takes 70% of the increase in land value, while the planned maximum marginal property tax rate is at most 36%. Moreover, when George contemplated (albeit briefly) the alternative possibility of “formally confiscating all the land and formally letting it out,” the supposition was that all land would be so confiscated.
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Although proportion of State land ownership is extremely high, there remains a proportion of land that is in effect privately “owned” in the sense that it is freehold or held on 999-year leases. There are sound practical and policy reasons for these choices. Still, the question remains as to whether these features, especially to the extent that they are inconsistent with Georgism, perpetuate or fail to mitigate potential injustice arising from the distribution of property.

Specifically, one question is whether the persistence of privately-owned land perpetuates distributive inequality. One scholar has recently argued that differences in land tenure (e.g., freehold versus 99-year leasehold) gives rise to disparity in wealth distribution. He highlights that as HDB flats reach the middle of the terms of their leases, they begin to decline in value as their lease terms decay; freehold property, by contrast, continues to appreciate, allowing freehold property owners to become “a self-perpetuating oligarchy.” He argues therefore that over time, these differences in land tenures engender increasing inequality. Indeed, in the residential housing context, from the first quarter of 2009 to the fourth quarter of 2019, the HDB resale price index increased from 100 to 131.5, whereas the private residential property price index increased from 100 to 153.6 — with the index for landed residential property rising even higher to 171.8. This data does not distinguish between freehold and leasehold private residential property. Nevertheless, based on this resale price index information, it would appear that on an overall basis, private residential property appreciated more than public residential property during this period. Private housing, however, is comparatively less affordable and less accessible than
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public housing.\footnote{322} It would appear, therefore, that the benefits of private housing price appreciation will tend to be concentrated among those with the means to purchase private property in the first instance — thereby potentially exacerbating inequality by allowing the greater benefits of such private property price increases to accrue to those with greater initial means. As the Monetary Authority of Singapore’s Managing Director has previously remarked, though public housing policy and high homeownership rates have mitigated disparity in housing wealth distribution, “if price increases in private housing consistently outstrip that in public housing, wealth inequality will worsen over time, even if not to the same extent as in many other countries.”\footnote{323} Within Singapore’s system of extremely high — but not, as George envisioned, total — State ownership of land, the persistence of privately-owned land therefore contributes to distributive inequality.

Within a system of private land ownership, George’s key policy recommendation was a tax on land values.\footnote{324} In Singapore’s residential property context, a key policy is the progressive property tax rate regime, which does not go so far as George’s prescription, but should, in principle, cause the property tax burden to fall with greater weight on those with greater property wealth. Still, it is unclear whether the current and planned progressive property tax rates are indeed adequate to completely mitigate these potential inequalities. A definitive answer to this question is outside the scope of this Article. Nevertheless, this inconsistency with George’s prescription raises the question of whether these taxes might be employed to greater effect in the mitigation of inequality.

A second issue is the adequacy of compensation for takings of land through the government’s powers of compulsory acquisition. Though such is not constitutionally mandated in Singapore, this can still be considered as a general principle of fairness.\footnote{325} In earlier decades, this issue was very

\footnote{322. See Urb. Land Inst., 2023 ULI Asia Pacific Home Attainability Index 11, 15 (2023), https://asia.uli.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/05/ULI-Home-Attainability-Index-report_-28-May-Finalised.pdf [https://perma.cc/HK6W-8XWK] (finding that the average housing price for HDB resale flats — which would exclude BTO flats — was US$409,095 while the median housing price for private property was US$1,200,087); see also Dep’t of Stats. Sing., supra note 9 (reflecting the relative inaccessibility of private housing, in that in 2022, only 21.9% of resident households lived in private landed properties and private condominiums or other apartments).
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much more at the fore: historically, there were many years, especially prior to 2007, that compulsory acquisitions were regarded as compensated “totally inequitably” — with many of these takings constituting the basis for subsequent and current givings of land and public housing. Specifically, until the legislative and policy shift in 2007, the compensation payable for compulsorily acquired land was pegged either to the market value as of a statutorily fixed date, or as of the date of the relevant notification relating to the acquisition, whichever was lower. The practical result was often that landholders whose land was compulsorily acquired suffered significant financial losses. Such was partially ameliorated at various points, for example, through the practice of making ex gratia payments to landholders; and by legislative amendments, beginning in 1988, that revised the statutory date for the assessment of compensation. However, it was not until 2007 that reforms were made to compulsory land acquisition laws, providing for compensation to be based on the property’s prevailing market value. Moving forward, these reforms, together with the reality that such a large proportion of land is now State-owned, have diminished the immediacy and significance of this issue of the adequacy of compensation for takings. Nevertheless, it bears noting that the current landscape is owed in large part to historically inadequately compensated takings.

Third, and especially topical in 2022, is the issue of accounting for givings. In Bell and Parchomovsky’s conception, there is a risk that unaccounted-for givings may give rise to distributive injustice, because they allow their chosen recipients to benefit disproportionately from public resources. Their analysis, therefore, considers when a giving should be susceptible to the imposition of a charge on the recipient for the benefit received. In Singapore, this has been a politically charged matter, particularly with respect to the supply, allocation, and pricing of newly-constructed BTO flats. In the public housing context, BTO flats are allocated by ballot to eligible applicants, and sold not at market price but at HDB-determined prices that are formulated with the intention of ensuring housing
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affordability. This contrasts with George’s conception of market dynamics in the property context, where land is let to the highest bidder and prices are not artificially deflated to accomplish a social goal. It contrasts, too, with the conception that givings should be charged at full market price. The application of this theoretical perspective therefore suggests that special care should be taken (e.g., with respect to supply, allocation, and eligibility criteria for ownership of BTO flats) so that these givings do not result in distributive injustice, even as they play a role in ameliorating housing wealth disparity. In this regard, the concept of accounting for givings is reflected in the Prime Location Housing scheme, which recovers a portion of the profits that the homeowner receives from selling their flat, at a percentage commensurate with the amount of initial subsidies the homeowner had received.

In addition, grants and subsidies are also available, subject to eligibility requirements, for the purchase of BTO and resale flats. Accordingly, after taking into account construction costs and the cost of land purchased from the State at fair market value, HDB recorded average yearly deficits in its Home Ownership Program of S$2.68 billion per year from the 2019/20 to 2020/21 financial years, with these deficits being funded out of the annual budget. Unsurprisingly, given the costs in terms of public resources, HDB correspondingly imposes several eligibility criteria for the ownership of HDB flats, whether BTO flats or flats resold on the open market. These include the prospective homeowner’s citizenship status, family nucleus, and age. There are various intricacies to the eligibility criteria, but their
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essential effect is that non-eligible persons are excluded from housing grants and HDB flat ownership, and correspondingly, from the redistributive benefits that these bring.

It should be noted that persons not eligible for purchase of public housing include non-citizen families where only one (or no) family member is a Permanent Resident, and persons below the age of 35 who are not legally married. Moreover, notably, Singapore’s resident population (including both citizens and Permanent Residents) numbers 4.07 million, only just over 70% of the total population 5.63 million. Singapore relies extremely heavily on its foreign workforce, hosting over 1.4 million foreign workers in December 2022. The majority, numbering 1,033,500, hold sector-specific fixed-term work permits and are employed in the domestic, construction, marine shipyard, and processing sectors; another 365,200 hold Employment Passes or “S passes” that mandate minimum salary floors, and that allow holders to work in professional, managerial, executive, and other skilled roles. While HDB flat ownership is largely unavailable to the non-resident population, the non-resident population comprises almost 30% of the country’s total population, thus rendering a substantial proportion of the total population ineligible for public housing ownership and its attendant benefits. The overall effect, therefore, is that benefits of public housing ownership are concentrated only among those whom the government permits (through ownership eligibility restrictions) and encourages (through grants and subsidies) to become homeowners.

Finally, in rejecting an approach premised on confiscating land and letting it out, rather than collecting land rent, one of George’s principal reservations was the extensive “governmental machinery” that this would require, and the “chances of . . . favoritism, collusion, and corruption” this might entail. Singapore’s approach gives ultimate title and majority “ownership” of land to the State, and puts a great deal of power in the hands of the government.

and if an applicant does not form the requisite family nucleus, they generally only become eligible to buy a flat at above 35 years old if unmarried or divorced, or at above 21 years old if widowed or orphaned. See HOUS. & DEV. BD., Flat and Grant Eligibility, https://www.hdb.gov.sg/residential/buying-a-flat/understanding-your-eligibility-and-housing-loan-options/flat-and-grant-eligibility [https://perma.cc/8LW9-PYZ2] (last visited Jan. 13, 2023).
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and its statutory boards. It is an approach that is peculiarly vulnerable to mismanagement. There are indeed certain legal checks (such as a right of appeal regarding the quantum of compensation awarded for compulsory acquisition of land). Plaintiffs at various times have also attempted to check government action by reliance on constitutional law (arguing that a compulsory acquisition violated the equal protection clause and administrative law (arguing that a compulsory acquisition was ultra vires), although such strategies face an uphill battle absent a constitutional right to property. However, what has perhaps been most effective is democratic deliberation and the perceived threat of the ballot box. Though the same political party has held power since Singapore’s independence, there has been a responsiveness to popular concern despite this political dominance. Compensation reforms were instituted as compulsory acquisition laws affected a wider section of the population; and recent controversy about accounting for HDB’s losses in constructing certain BTO flats, given the allegedly low cost of the compulsorily acquired land on which they were built, prompted a historically unprecedented provision of a breakdown of HDB’s development costs and pricing approach for such flats. These developments, which may seem unremarkable from an external perspective, nevertheless mark notable shifts within the particular constitutional, legal, and political frameworks and culture of the nation. Regardless, George’s trenchant warning against the confiscation of land (rather than land rent) speaks to the crucial need for government accountability in any approach that relies so heavily on governmental machinery.
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3. Evaluating Georgism’s Limitations: Justice Beyond Land Law and Policy

Finally, Georgism’s own limitations also illuminate the limitations of Singapore’s approach. George focused on land to the extent even of proposing the abolition of all forms of taxation other than the single land value tax.\textsuperscript{355} Singapore has not confined itself to so restrictive a remedy as a single land value tax. Yet, Singapore’s approach, like George, places much emphasis on land and housing. Property tax is its main means of taxing wealth;\textsuperscript{356} and public housing policy effectively functions as a principal redistributive tool, with Singapore’s housing grants and subsidies being in some ways the largest single “transfer payment” that most residents receive from the government.\textsuperscript{357} Public housing ownership even provides the basis for a retirement income scheme: the Lease Buyback Scheme allows retirees to sell part of their flat’s lease to HDB and use the proceeds to fund the payment of a monthly income, thereby allowing retirees to tap into their home’s equity to fund their retirement, while continuing to live in their homes.\textsuperscript{358}

However, is this property-focused approach sufficient to achieve the ideal of justice that George so ardently sought? Even as housing wealth distribution, for example, appears to approximate a desirable allocation, other measures of economic inequality remain objectively relatively high.\textsuperscript{359} One question remaining, then, is whether an approach so centered on land and the redistribution of wealth through land and housing should be supplemented by other redistributive mechanisms.

CONCLUSION

Singapore’s approach demonstrates the potentially potent role of property law and policy in the search for justice. Singapore’s land law and policy
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traces its origins to a theoretical foundation of English law and its feudal system of landholding. Building on this foundation, the country has developed a secure legal basis for extensive, and in many ways unprecedented, takings, givings, and taxation of land. As a consequence, the State now owns an estimated 90% of Singapore’s land, and the home ownership rate for residential households is 88.9%.

Notably, Singapore’s principal divergence from George’s approach is in focusing not exclusively on taxation, but on outright physical takings and givings of land. This divergence notwithstanding, Singapore’s approach can convincingly be regarded as Georgist in its diagnosis and in its remedies. George’s assessment of the cause of unjust distribution of wealth centered on land. Likewise, in Singapore, enormous public resources have been both derived from and directed to the taking, giving, and taxing of land. Singapore’s approach, especially when viewed through a Georgist lens, illustrates how land and housing law and policy can be powerfully employed to impede private monopoly and mitigate economic inequality — demonstrating the role of land law and policy in the search for justice. Indeed, Georgism (or at least its underlying spirit) might also furnish a powerful theoretical underpinning or justification for the Singapore government’s approach to land and housing. Moreover, this approach may be relevant even beyond Singapore’s shores, particularly in metropolises facing rising property prices and housing crisis, or in cities that share a similar legal system and high proportions of State-owned land.

George warned that placing such enormous resources in the hands of the State gives rise to a strong need for government accountability. At the same time, Singapore’s experience, and Georgism’s own limitations, demonstrate the need for an approach centered on land to be supplemented by other redistributive mechanisms. Still, on the whole, Singapore’s land law and policy significantly facilitates the country’s progress toward achieving George’s ideal of justice — particularly in a distributive sense — with those ends justifying departure from strict Georgist theory in favor of a system of land governance that reflects the city’s unique circumstances and the realities of the modern world.
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